Introduction
In the present essay, I argue that portions of Frantz Fanon's L'an V de la révolution algérienne (A Dying Colonialism) significantly contribute to, develop, and advance the Marxian theory of commodity fetishism. The term 'underside' in the title suggests two things. In borrowing this concept, I seek to locate the present analysis in the context of similar critiques that take as their object the relation between modern European philosophy and the darker side of its entwinement with really-existing imperialism and colonialism (Dussel; Grosfoguel and Hernández; Maldonado-Torres; Mignolo and Escobar; Henry; Wood) . The concept also suggests that something has been left out of Marx's theory of commodity fetishism, that it has another side not treated in the first volume of Capital, yet which I argue matters for revolutionary socialist concerns generally. The essay proceeds in the following way. First, I briefly describe Fanon's 1 I would like to thank those at the 12 th Annual Cave Hill Philosophy Symposium at the University of the West Indies in Bridgetown for their helpful feedback on an earlier version of this paper. PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 1-45 theorization of transformations in practices involving the veil, the radio, and medicine in revolutionary Algeria. After mapping the homologous moments of each of these studies, I then extract and plot the general pattern that cuts across each case. Next, I
give a brief synopsis of Marx's account of commodity fetishism and argue that this theory leaves open important questions concerning commodity fetishization in colonial and revolutionary contexts. The foregoing steps finally pave the way for an interpretation of the meaning of Fanon's studies of the veil, the radio, and medicine as corroborating and advancing the theory of commodity fetishism.
The present study does not primarily concern itself with questions of intellectual history, Marxian orthodoxy, or authorial intent, but rather attempts to examine as well as to model Fanon's belief that "a Marxist analysis should always be slightly stretched when it comes to addressing the colonial issue" (Fanon, The Wretched of the Earth 5).
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I argue that A Dying Colonialism 'stretches' Marx's theory of commodity fetishism in at least three general, positive ways. First, Fanon highlights the significance of and extent to which the social use of commodities in the colonial world is always mediated by various forms of group identity, including but not limited to one's class position.
Secondly, he empirically investigates changes in the use-values of commodities, paying 2 My position in regard to the orthodox Marxist critiques of Fanon resembles that of Wallerstein: "Frantz Fanon was the target of endless criticism, not merely from defenders of the status quo but from orthodox Old Left thinkers who saw in him the spokesperson of adventurist, anarchist tendencies within the left. In a sense, this was an old argument, and quite acute in the 1950s. In the post-1968 atmosphere, the debate has not gone away but it has been muted and less acerbic. I felt it necessary to elucidate Fanon's position which seemed to me more on the mark than that of his critics" ("Fanon and the Revolutionary Class" 14). For an analysis of the role of Marxism in Algerian nationalism prior to the emergence of the FLN, see Wood, "Marxian Displacements." 4 PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 1-45
Synopsis of Fanon's Analyses in A Dying Colonialism
Before proceeding to an assessment and interpretation of Fanon's analyses of the veil, the radio, and medicine in A Dying Colonialism, I first want to briefly summarize the main moments of these studies. This short recapitulation will make deriving the regularities of these studies far easier. In his essay "Algeria Unveiled," Fanon argues that the veil (haïk) first plays a central role in colonialist tactics aimed at the conversion of Muslim women-and, by extension, men-to European values. There are moralizing, aggressive, and pervasively sexual elements that characterize the colonialist desire to unveil. Here, both paternalist and feminist means are subordinated to colonialist ends. This first fetishization of the veil by the colonist then gives rise to a traditionalist reaction, "To the colonialist offensive against the veil, the colonized opposes the cult of the veil" (47) . 4 With the onset of the revolution, however, Algerian women begin to don and remove the veil for different tactical purposes. The veil is worn in resistance to the colonists' ritual unveiling of women as a public display of martyrdom to French values. The veil is also worn when it allows for the smuggling of arms into and out of the Casbah or other spaces. 5 But the veil is removed when European dress allows a woman access to a target in a European quarter. The traditional form of dress becomes a revolutionary technique, and transforms from an implicit 4 "The veil became women's refuge from the French denuding gaze. However, its form changed, becoming longer, and it acquired a new significance as a symbol of not only cultural difference but also protection from and resistance to colonial-qua-Christian domination" (Lazreg, The Eloquence of Silence 53). 5 For more on issues of mobility and spatial politics in the Algerian Casbah, see Wood, "Space, Governmentalities, and Resistance." Dan Wood aspect of local culture into a revolutionary instrument. Then, "The virtually taboo character assumed by the veil in the colonial situation disappeared almost entirely in the course of the liberating struggle" (61). The assumption or removal of the veil altered its function and use-value to such an extent that, at least temporarily and for some, it lost the aura and specific symbolic function it once had.
In "This is the Voice of Algeria," Fanon investigates the social relations surrounding and linked to another commodity, the radio. In terms of the relevant shared perceptions of this object, the moments of Fanon's analysis are homologous to those found in "Algeria Unveiled." On the side of the colonizer, there is a generalized equation between the radio and European identity, "For a European to own a radio is of course to participate in the eternal round of Western petty-bourgeois ownership, which extends from the radio to the villa, including the car and the refrigerator… It is, according to the settler's expression, 'the only way to still feel like a civilized man'" (71). This economic, moralizing, and gendered identification between the radio and group identity proves to be not only an idea peculiar to the colonialist quarters in Algiers, but also extends to the perceptions of colonists in remote outposts who think that, "without wine and the radio, we should already have become Arabized" (72). In terms of the relevant shared perception of the colonized, on the other hand, prior to the onset of the Algerian Revolution, the radio is generally imbued with a certain negativity: "The radio, as a symbol of French presence, is characterized by an extremely important negative valence. The possible intensification and extension of 6 PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 1-45 sensorial or intellectual powers by the French radio are implicitly rejected or denied by the native" (73). This average-everyday negative orientation acquires an intensified and absolute form in the sphere of psychic distress. Fanon notes, "Before 1954, in the psychopathological realm, the radio was an evil object, anxiogenic and accursed" (89).
With the onset of the revolution in 1954, and with the spread of revolutionary mobilization, the radio becomes a necessary means of acquiring and sharing information of utmost importance. But the substantial shift in the colonized's orientation toward the radio takes place in 1956, and this shift produces real economic effects,
In less than twenty days the entire stock of radio sets was bought up. In the souks [market or shop] trade in used receiver sets began. Algerians who had served their apprenticeship with European radio-electricians opened small shops. Moreover, the dealers had to meet new needs. The absence of electrification in immense regions in Algeria naturally created special problems for the consumer. For this reason batteryoperated receivers, from 1956 on, were in great demand on Algerian territory. In a few weeks several thousand sets were sold to Algerians, who bought them as individuals, families, groups of houses, douars, mechtas. (83) Along with the aforementioned new needs, new practices of usage, and new relations of exchange, there emerged new perceptions of the radio. "Almost magically-but we have seen the rapid and dialectical progression of the new national requirements-the technical instrument of the radio receiver lost its identity as an enemy object" (84).
Furthermore, Fanon observes "…a stripping from the instrument its traditional burden of taboos and prohibitions" which coincides with the push for independence (94). Dan Wood Fanon's investigation of medicine tracks a similar general pattern. In "Medicine and Colonialism," the observations proceed as follows: For a large number of Algerians prior to the onset of the revolution, Western medicine was identified-with justified resentment-as belonging to (because weaponized by) white Westerners. 6 In terms of economic relations, Fanon cites cases of the profits made by colonial doctors in the sale of placebos and fake radiotherapy sessions. One such doctor in Rabelais is described as extorting 30,000 francs in the course of one morning in the disingenuous sale of saltinjections to Indigenous individuals (133n4). Fanon also describes the way in which medical relations are mediated by European doctors who simultaneously occupy different subject positions, such as that of the informant, the landowner, the practitioner of interrogation and torture, the scientist engaged in criminal experimentation on racialized individuals, the "organizer of 'counter-terrorist' raids," and so on (134). The foregoing summarized the central moments in Fanon's studies to be considered presently. I now map the basic variables of his essays so as to derive the regularities with which he is first and foremost concerned. 
Marx's Theory of Commodity Fetishism and its Shadows
For Marx, value, social use-value, and exchange-value, taken together, constitute necessary conditions for some product to be called a commodity. In capitalist economies, value, social use-value, and exchange-value have their real basis in social relations. The concept of 'commodity fetishism' refers to the confusion about the manner in which these social relations really obtain. But commodity fetishism "is not a subjective phenomenon or a false perception of reality, as an optical illusion or a superstitious belief would be. It constitutes, rather, the way in which reality (a certain form or social structure) cannot but appear" (Balibar 60 ). There are three basic moments of the mystifying "coining of being" (Negri 49 ) that takes place in commodity fetishism:
1. Abstract socially necessary labor is thought to inhere in commodities themselves (i.e., values are considered to be natural properties of commodities). 2. These values are then related to one another in terms of magnitude, and their real social basis falls out of view in market relations. 3. The relations between the exchange-values of commodities (including money) then appear to engage in social relations of their own-relations that exist "apart from and outside the producers," where now "these things, far from being under their [the producers'] control, in fact control them" . Next, the hypostatized exchange-value of commodities supplants socially necessary labor as the basis of value. When this occurs, commodities appear to relate to, communicate with, and interact with one another in terms of their magnitude of exchange-value, and not insofar as they in fact comprise social relations. For example, "The social relationship between tailor and carpenter appears as a relationship between coat and table in terms of the ratio at which those things exchange with each other rather than in terms of the labours embodied in them" (Fine 87) . At this point, economic affairs are filtered through a camera obscura: commodities themselves come to be perceived as partaking in social relations of their own, and the powers of these reflected socio-natural characteristics come to reify and structure relations of production and exchange (cf. Marx, "The German Ideology" 154). As foreshadowed in the "Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts of 1844" (74 and 79), Marx turns to religion as the best PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring How the mystification peculiar to the capitalist mode of production operates in terms of exchange practices, public discourse, and economic theory finds an analogue in Christian ideas and practices. The material basis of ideas is denied and turned on its head in Christian theology just as it is in bourgeois ideology. Both ideological reversals then turn to similar forms of self-legitimation, as one witnesses in their formulation of supercessionist historiographies. 8 Despite being framed in part as a polemic against a certain Marxist economism, Graeber and Sahlins' detailed ethnographic studies of the roles of gods and metapersons in the formation of political orders in many ways remains consonant with Marx's complex claims about the gods. See Graeber and Sahlins, On Kings. 9 "In order, therefore, to find an analogy we must take flight into the misty realm of religion. There the products of the human brain appear as autonomous figures endowed with a life of their own, which enter into relations both with each other and with the human race. So it is in the world of commodities with the products of men's hands." And, "Hence the pre-bourgeois forms of the social organization of production are treated by political economy in much the same way as the Fathers of the Church treated Dan Wood
Marx's theorization of commodity fetishism occurs early in the first volume of Capital and does not receive detailed treatment again. This placement has some interesting and important implications. Capital begins by laying out those politicaleconomic concepts needed to adequately and critically grasp capitalist society. Marx articulates the most basic and general concepts first, and then moves on to more specific topics. Since the theorization of commodity fetishism occurs early in the first volume of Capital, said analysis remains within a more general conceptual framework than it might, for instance, were it to appear or reappear at the end of the third volume. The section on commodity fetishism first treats exchange between individuals as such, and then contrasts production and exchange of commodities in capitalist social formations to a Robinson Crusoe story, to production and exchange in feudal Europe, to the subsistence production of a peasant family, and to production and exchange in "an association of free men, working with the means of production held in common" (171).
Marx compares these forms of economic organization in order to demonstrate why commodity fetishism arises in full force in capitalist societies in contrast to these other social formations. Yet crucial gaps persist between the commodity considered in itself (synchronically) and the commodity as it really lives, moves, and has its being within social formations dominated by the capitalist mode of production (diachronically).
Attempts to clarify certain aspects of the theory of commodity fetishism wind up pre-Christian religions." Later on he writes, "Just as man is governed, in religion, by the products of his own brain, so, in capitalist production, he is governed by the products of his own hand" (Marx, Capital Vol. I. 165, 175, and 772 argues that insofar as a thing is a use-value, "there is nothing mysterious about it" (Capital Vol. I. 163). In the theory of commodity fetishism, use-value "drops completely out of the determination of the economic form" and, as such, "lies outside the sphere of investigation of political economy" . Early in the first volume of Capital, use-value still has yet to re-enter Marxian economic theory explicitly and undergo various transformations, as occurs in Vol. III., where it "participates in determining economic forms or derives from them," and where it proves to be "one of the factors indirectly regulating the size of value, according to the magnitude of the social need and the available production capacity" (Groll 657 Commodities are one sort of useful thing among others: while not everything that is useful is a commodity, all commodities must be useful. On the other hand, Marx also uses the term 'use-value' to designate the useful aspect of some thing, such as a commodity. He notes, for example, that "the exchange relation of commodities is characterized precisely by its abstraction from their use-values" (127). Here, 'usevalue' picks out that aspect of a commodity which makes that commodity useful.
Because the usefulness of an object largely depends upon the object's natural form, does the capitalist mode of production need to prevail in order for commodity fetishism to arise? Finally, assuming that the term 'prevails' is at least roughly synonymous with 'dominates,' at what point can it be said that the capitalist mode of production 'prevails' in social formations dominated by imperialism and colonialism? It would seem that the bourgeoisie comes to perceive society as an immense collection of commodities, whereas workers or peasants, for example, might come to view society in such terms to the extent that their lives become dominated by and incorporated into the capitalist mode of production. 12 Yet while Marx suggests that Robinson Crusoe's creations, feudal exchanges, the subsistence production of rural peasants, and associations "of free men, working with the means of production held in common" (171) do not involve modes of production that give rise to commodity fetishism as occurs in capitalist Dan Wood economies, these examples do not cover cases in which the non-capitalist labor of peripheral zones becomes dominated by and formally or really subsumed into the capitalist mode of production. As Althusser observes, "in every social formation in a process of historical development (or non-development), there is a mode of production that dominates the earlier modes still surviving in that social formation. This is why we once wrote that, to the present day, there are at least two modes of production in every social formation" (47-48n2). But assuming that there always exist at least two modes of production in every social formation, can commodity fetishization be understood as simply present or absent in a given historical milieu, or should it not rather be understood as increasing in tandem with processes of formal and real subsumption, especially in contexts of imperialism and colonialism? The latter reading is consonant with Marx's arguments and seems to be the more plausible alternative.
Fanon's Corroboration and Advancement of the Theory of Commodity Fetishism
In this section, I argue that Fanon's development of the Marxian theory of commodity fetishism provides answers to and analyses of the problems that arose in the previous section. While the veil, the radio, and medicine might be understood in numerous ways-what they are made of, which groups have access to these things, how these things relate to aesthetics, when (historically speaking) such things emerged, what color they are, and so on-they can also be considered commodities. Each of these things are products of human labor, have social use-values, and can be exchanged for a PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 1-45 determinate amount of some other commodity. But two issues must first be broached in order to justify the treatment of the veil, the radio, and medicine as commodities, the first of which again returns to some of the 'metaphysical subtleties and theological niceties' of the commodity-form, and the latter of which concerns capitalism in colonial Algeria.
By themselves, considered in synchronic abstraction from actual relations of exchange, value and use-value are not enough to qualify some thing as a commodity.
To be a commodity, some useful result of congealed labor must also enter into relations of exchange. played a role in determining the exchange-value of slave labor, despite the fact that no enslaved peoples ever intended to relinquish the totality of their own labor-power.
While commodities can be considered under different aspects (e.g., quantitatively and qualitatively), just because an individual no longer looks at her commodity as a bearer of exchange-value does not mean that it has lost this form of appearance from the point of view of capital. The object which she does not intend to sell still deserves to be called a commodity because, unlike trash on the ocean floor, it has not absconded from its embeddedness within the surrounding milieu of commodity production and exchange.
Relations of exploitation, commodity fetishization, surplus-value extraction, real subsumption, and so forth continue to overdetermine particular, isolable instances of exchange and use, such that there is no 'outside' for use-values in social formations dominated by capital (cf. Negri, Time for Revolution). In other words, a commodityif said thing has been exchanged, is the product of labor, and retains a social use-value PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 1-45 in a social formation dominated by capital-remains a commodity because it continues to be overdetermined by broader social, cultural, economic, and political forces that are themselves predominantly capitalist. So, even in cases where veils, radios, and medicine are at some time intended for use rather than for exchange, they should continue to be labeled 'commodities' if they continue to exist within a capitalist context.
In regard to the context at hand-colonial Algeria-commodities circulated prior to French conquest in 1830, but "only a tiny part of the precolonial population was able to make a living as non-food producers" (Fitzgerald 50 In what follows, I highlight three aspects of the social world that come to have a bearing PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 1-45 on the way in which commodities become fetishized and defetishized, and to which Fanon is rigorously attuned: identity, semiosis, and affect.
In the bifurcated world of colonial Algeria, group identity (whether that of gender, race, ethnicity, nationality, or otherwise), mediates and partially determines relations of production, exchange, and use. Elsewhere Fanon expresses the important role that race plays in determining colonial-economic relations in a pithy biconditional: fetishization of commodities insofar as these are perceived to have an identityconstituting power also arises due to obfuscated perceptions of the connection of group identity to the way in which a particular commodity is used by some group. Here, even if one reads the Marxian analysis of commodity fetishism in the strong sense of subjectivation, there nevertheless remain additional forms of mediation to take into account (e.g., those pertaining to constructed hierarchies of race, gender, culture, and ethnicity), and Fanon's approach accounts for these dimensions of the social world. For example, the pied noir does not simply associate the veil with Algerian women, but perceives it as an essential aspect of Algerian society and culture. This is why so many colonists inferred that to unveil Algerian women would strip Algerian women and men of their identities, thereby facilitating the project of assimilation. Or, for the rural European settler in the central Maghreb, to lack a radio amounts to becoming "Arabized" (A Dying Colonialism 72), and the use of this commodity plays a role in the establishment and maintenance of settler identity. Or again, the colonized Algerian first considers medicine to be inherently Western, such that "Accepting the medicine, even once, is admitting, to a limited extent perhaps but nonetheless ambiguously, the validity of the Western technique" (131). In each of these cases, there exists a general, shared consideration of some commodity as constitutive of the identity of an in-group or out-group. As bearers of putative socio-natural characteristics, these commodities play the role of supporting actors in the performance of identity rather than just serving as props. Moreover, it is not difficult to imagine how the fetishized use-values of these Dan Wood commodities would have come to interact socially with one another. Prior to the revolution, the radio, the villa, the car, and the refrigerator all get along well with one another and move in the same social circles. And to a pied noir man during this time,
an Algerian woman's use of the veil would likely signify to him that she did not and would not want to use a radio or medicine. Thus, in addition to being fetishized due to the peculiarities of exchange-value, commodities can also become fetishized as bearers ankyloses, affective tetanization, affective erethism, and phobic affects (41, 92, 101, 133) . Transformations in the use-values and significations of the veil, the radio, and medicine occur in networks where living bodies interact with and affect one another.
Fanon explicitly comments on the effect of colonization on one's muscles at least six times in the studies under consideration (44, 52, 59, 72, 126, 138) . He describes the vantage of the colonizer as charged with a frustrated and aggressive heterosexuality in regard to veiling and unveiling. The inability to unveil produces dreams of rape, and these ideational paroxysms of violence in turn give rise to fluctuating experiences of fear and resolve among those well-aware of the long history of rape in colonial Algeria (see Amrane-Minne; Khanna; Lazreg; Knauss). But affective transformations take place under the cover of European clothing, whose use-value for some in the revolution becomes one of camouflage, "Each time she ventures into the European city, the Algerian woman must achieve a victory over herself, over her childish fears. She must consider the image of the occupier lodged somewhere in her mind and in her body, remodel it, initiate the essential work of eroding it, make it inessential, remove something of that shame that is attached to it, devalidate it" (52). Here, the new usage of a style of dress allows for a greater mobility because European dress signifies that one is European. This extension of mobility and revolutionary empowerment in turn The foregoing observations about general affective transformations leads to a question concerning the radio. While there are certainly a variety of passages to suggest that the radio, like the veil and medicine, is imbued with an identity-constituting power prior to the revolution, why does it seem that it is less intensely charged than the veil and medicine? That is, why does there seem to be a significant difference of degree in the fetishized connection between the veil/medicine and group identity, on the one hand, and the radio and group identity, on the other? In Fanon's analysis of the radio, the conspicuous absence of a detailed account of affective transformations provides the clue. The radio is less affectively charged (and so less intensely fetishized in identityconstituting terms) because it lacks the relation to lived corporeality that both the veil and medicine possess. The veil is highly sexualized by the colonizer and functions as a symbolic shield from colonialist penetrative violence. And medicine is not only ingested and incorporated into one's body, but is also closely associated with torture and death. Use of a radio, by contrast, involves fewer senses. While it might be PhaenEx 13, no. 1 (Spring 2019): 1-45 associated with certain feelings of awkwardness and annoyance while listening to Radio-Alger with one's family, such feelings do not overwhelm the lived body.
Listening to radio broadcasts plays no direct, immediate role in guaranteeing or threatening the continued integrity of embodied existence. Prior to the revolution, the colonized could simply avoid purchasing a radio, whereas one cannot go without either bodily clothing (due to normative constraints) or some form of care for one's bodily health (due to psychosomatic constraints). Nonetheless, the new use of the radio for transmitting and receiving news about the revolution (however distorted) does fuel new hopes and pleasures that reinforce its widespread adoption and continued use. For this reason, it undergoes the same process of defetishization in regard to group identity as do the veil and medicine. 
